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The Highways and Byways of Teaching Ada:
Our Backyard Approach
BACKGROUND
The llinois Institute of Technology is a private, medium-sized, coeducational university,
which offers undergraduate and graduate programs through the Institute of Design and six
schools and colleges: the College of Engineering and Sciences; the College of Liberal Arts; the
College of Architecture; the School of Business; the College of Law and the Graduate School.

The 120-acre main campus is located about three miles south of Chicago's Loop. The Computer
Science Department is part of the College of Engineering and Sciences which offers Bachelor of
Science, Bachelor of Arts, Masters of Science, Masters of Science for Teachers, and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees. The curriculum is software centered, which is attractive to all types of
majors. Our platform of choice is the IBM PC. This makes our program more interesting to
students who have majors other than computer science. This accounts for our large number of
students, with majors other than computer science, who enroll in our courses. UT has an unique
situation in that we offer students an education through ITV (Interactive Instructional Television
Network). IITV is a five, talk-back television system that enables participating companies to offer
fiT's educational programs to their employees at their places of business. The network links
classroom-studios on campus with receiving classrooms at industrial and business locations so
that employee-students can join HT day and evening classes without traveling to campus.
WHY USE ADA
Ada is a modem language, for modem students that solve modem problems. Ada was
designed to be a language that promotes the goals of modem software engineering. It promotes

modifiability, efficiency, reliability, and understandability. Ada was also designed to support the
principles of modern software engineering. It promotes data abstraction, information hiding
modularity, localization, uniformity, completeness and confirmability. Ada's original design chose
program readability over ease of writing. This attribute promotes code understandability, which
helps prevent erroneous and error-prone programs. The Ada language supports separate
compilation units. This helps in program development and maintenance, which is helpful when
developing large, complex software engineering projects. Given all the underlying features of
Ada, it is apparent that Ada is an excellent language to use when teaching students the principles
of computer science.
OUR APPROACH TO INTEGRATING ADA
When we were first contemplating integrating Ada into our curriculum, we asked
ourselves the question, "Why is Ada not already integrated?". We came to the conclusion that
one, the students and faculty had very little to no exposure or awareness of Ada. Two, the DoD
and DoD related industries are very limited in our area. Even though Ada is not just limited to the
DoD, our students would have little interest in learning Ada, if they could not apply it. Three,
Ada is very rich in its syntax, but our curriculum in the past has favored simpler languages like C,
Pascal, Lisp/Scheme which are thought to be "easier to learn". Four; A large population of our
international students end up returning to there native countries. Most of these countries have
little or no use for Ada, which makes learning Ada unattractive. We consider this a backyard
approach". There is no real reason for us to teach Ada, except we realize the capabilities and
powerful features that Ada possesses. Because we are not in the "mainstream" Ada community,
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the acceptance of this becomes difficult. We are presented with the questions "Where do we
integrate Ada into are curriculum?" and "How can this be done given our current curriculum?o.
WHERE AND HOW TO INTEGRATE ADA
At first we thought of integrating Ada in our entry level courses. This seems to work well
for other Universities, but at UT we felt that to incorporate the more advanced and best features
that Ada has to offer, we would need to integrate Ada at higher level. We based this on the fact
that most first year students are unfamiliar with the rigors of software development, and would
therefor under utilize its features and richness. Our curriculum is developed in small increments
due to the accrediting concerns, so a major change would set us back. Our second choice was to
develop a new sequence of software engineering courses around Ada. This was a better idea, but
our undergraduate curriculum is fll and adding a new sequence might not attract the interest we
would need to maintain the courses. This idea also moves away from our objective of integrating
Ada. This idea would isolate Ada rather than integrating it. We finally came to the conclusion
that the best way for lIT to integrate Ada was to put it into our existing, and popular (i.e.
required) mainstream upper-division courses. We based this decision with the following things in
mind. This implementation does not require a "special audience". Our students, once at the
junior or senior level, will be able to flly appreciate the richness of Ada. Also, there is a good
probability that Ada would migrate into more of our curriculum.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Identification and Acquisition of Resources.
" Substantial resources via FTP on Internet (code, documentation, etc.).
" Ada Tutor - shareware; copies are available and distributed to students.
" LearnAda, by AETech, which is a tutoring system and Ada compiler available to
students on the IT PCs
3

" A comprehensive manual "Getting Started With Ada" for the AETech software which
includes the ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A Ada Reference Manual.
" Additional Ada literature developed by the Teaching Assistants which has helped

support course development and Ada integration.
" We have hired and additional part-time instructor to teach Ada.
" A 16 week Ada course available on video tape (VHS format).

COURSE DESCRIPTION OF CLASSES THAT INCORPORATE ADA
CS440: Programming Languages and Translators.
This course is a general introduction to theory and structure of languages. It covers
several programming paradigms (imperative, declarative, object-oriented, functional, etc.) There
has been a substantial amount of material added regarding Ada, especially:
rich syntax
generics
types and type checking
overloading
proposed Ada9X features
The integration is included in the lecture material, homework and class exercises, examination
topics and questions.

CS450: Operating Systems.
This a standard undergraduate course on operating systems. Its topics include CPU
scheduling, process management, memory management, file systems, multitasking, conwirency,
synchronization, security, etc. Ada is now the base language for this course. This is, of course,
especially important because of the Ada tasking model. Materials developed include examples in
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lecture, exercises, and examination materials. Students are strongly encouraged to submit
programming assignments in Ada (although, for symmetry with our other courses, a choice of

languages is provided).

CS495: Safety Critical Software Engineering With Ada.
This course provides an in-depth examination of the principles behind development of
software intended for use in critical situations. Such situations include air-traffic control, medical
applications, defense weaponry, space exploration, etc. This course also emphasizes testing,
maintenance and reusability of code. Ada is the only language used in this course. Extensive
programming experience in Ada, emphasizing more advanced features, is provided.

CS545: Concurrent Programming.
This is a graduate course, but it is available to undergraduates with an advisors approval.
Intensive examination and comparison of the various language testing models and there richness
of support for concurrency, especially in real-time systems. Ada is the base language for this
course, and extensive programming experience in Ada is provided. Ada9X issues are also
explored including protected types, asynchronous transfer of control, mutual control, race
conditions, etc.
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CONCLUSION
We believe that our approach is fairly novel. We have not tried to duplicate efforts of
other educators to develop CS I or CS2 courses based on Ada. We have not tried to develop and
"Ada Track" of courses. Instead, we are integrating Ada into the very core of our undergraduate
curriculum, where Ada can be used to its fWllest potential. By implementing this "backyard"
approach to teaching Ada, we have been able to break the trend of other successful institutions by
implementing Ada at a higher level. We have been able to take advantage of all the features that
Ada has to offer, from the most basic to the most advanced. By doing this, we are able to teach
modem day concepts, using a modem day language, in the comfort of our own backyard.
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ROOTDIR: SrRING(I..256);
WORKDR:STRING(I..236);
FD: ADDRESS;
- ec

end reterdk
w
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M pro aced=ato
via soloot OS creado new processes fbr &job
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D "geaing Processes:
ein t (UNIX.copy of the addris ye.m cithe poust)
0 creatdi p -~u
dWikm may crawe their cbil~u
reamree: inherited fvon parse or directly fiva. 060 overloading
executon: parse cosactmesdy with children or poad wait mtil Acl dren teuuata
0 proem sanimation
via Ainom aiMvmcs sym cal (aftr the led olemen)
0 eundata to pored proco.
M ak OS to delete pro.
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0)

To &aus hardware wppotfor synizebio

eProes

CD To at the FOAihE dthe wwmawf a"d q&*aQMiam OtoogMira awtviti.
CD To aalyze art*~d propmaai g asogm to doe criMi~ea8a problem
Content
(D Taskiag aW Procaae(Ihour)
(D L&naag System Supwot for Ccw~aacy
0D Process Coordinatio and Srwhwanzaton (2 hour)
(D 11w Cnibcal-Seiclw Problem
CD Syinchronizatio Hm*ae
CD Scmaphor

LACcUM Thre
Language System Support for Concurrency
0D

Concurrent systemse built from sequential progersin with system calls
'Ea unit of the concurrait rystern my be a singe sequential process and the operating system my provide xyateve cal to Aw
additio to system calls for requesin operating systm sevic. *A ajo problem with the
tataractiea wvth other processe Wn
approach is portability of Oe concurrnt system. The processes have made use cdan operat systemn inte&W (a nmbcer of eyem
calls) that has been provided to allow interactions between processes. If the system is to be abl to no on amy othier operat sydev
smntc
it a necessay for te sam interfa to be present. Syntactic diffvrnce con be allowed for when then code is ported best
differences between operatin sytenms are lely to ocur W,this ma.' Jan Bacon. 'Conuring Sydems - An lategale Approach
to Operat sysems, Database, ad Distributed Systee. Addison-Wesley. 1"93. p. 166
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Coroutin
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-needn
suporm with

CD sharedda"
CDprivae data (OUR

asigl WVa

A&*)

Dinstructioue to ate and delete acoros

0D
0D

inatacton to wqapend coroutine execution temporarily but retain its state
instruction to pass cc.wol explcid fivom the suspending coroutine to another

(D coroutine activatime ustbe schieduled at the user-levl
(D gingaedread ofcI IR,
~
CD no possibility for immediate response
CD
transfer of control betwee coroutmcivainnoleew

~feoeha

CDanguage-level Processes (Concurret Pascal, occam)

like coroutines, covtrol is managed by an outside agency
Q) Operating sysem supports one process for one program: The processes within dhe program are managed internally by Soe
language runtimne system which effectively re-implements a process scheduler. The application propnm does no have to
program the transfer of control between the language-level processes, Problem if language-level. process makes asrem call to
the OS to do VO and bcesblocked then no other subprocess in dhe programn can run.
Q) Operating sysem recogiizes subprocesses defined in a pogram They become operating system, processes (and may be called
treads) and are scuodded by the operating system to rim on processors concmffadty.

CD Ada Tasking Model

Tasks become active just prior to the first executable staternert fdlowing, the declarations in an umpecified order. Tack is completed
after the execution of its body or if the exception is raised for which a hander hat not been jroidod. A task terminates if it
execution is completed and all its dependent tasks have terminated, or if it is waiting at a 6winsoe alternative and all of its
dependnt tasks have terminated, there ae no outstanding entry calls, its master has completed execution, all dependent tasks ofthe
waiting at atermhnate alternative.
masut have either terminated or ame
Q) Task specification
task Jiyme identifier I b
ua" declaratious
0 associating interiupts with entry calls
(representation clauses)
evi idetifier 1;
(D Task body
task body identifier b
declaration

0D

exception handlers
sad idnife
Entry declarsie
Reedczvous: matching; accept statements
Associated with each entry d atask is a lueue where all newly arriving entry calls wre ineted and accepted by Ohe
tatk in FIFO order.
i synichronization
11111y siual;
e0117 aeKP: Is duration);
entry read(C: oft dharaeter
U &amil of atries; ID is discrete type: JDFIRS.. DYLAsT
ety request(lD)(D: in out data):
accept sivali
accept seKT: la duration) do
period.- T;
accept rnquei(ID)D: In out data) do
- statements

end reclooei
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solution ofte bowmdedhuflor prothacf4onsmar problern
procedure PRODUCER-CONSUMER 6
N: cemimut DiTEGER rmg 0..1 :- 1000L .-: INTEER 1mige 0..N-1
COUNTEL INTEER:-0.
- dared varibl fortwo tabk - niafly exclusive acc= is necanmy!
BUFFEL amy (INTEER rouge O..N-1) of ITEM
- a)Iadffmized seem is noccmy!
M*f PRODUCEP,
too bdy PRODUCER ft

PRODUCE(NDCI?)
uwe COUNTER - N hop s~. ad loop
- sysnronization comoot prothme itm H~b is duE
BUFFEUI)- NEXM1?
I:- (I + 1)Need ,
COUNTER:-- COUJNTER + 1;
iwithout ual ~uisinlonv u cg eu
mi-oy
abd PRODUCEkR
t"CONSUMER,
NEXC: rrW-
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shrzt.ioame c
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NEXTC : B1FFER(O);
0:-(O+ 1)med N;
cOIJNTER:- COJNFER 1;
-

kine itbuffw is sqy
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.ubut proas is ruos

"tIhat

adbp
ad O3NSUMER;

aod PRODUCERPONSUMMR
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Ffru solution,(Wrnos)
pocedure ALGORffmMI Is
TURN: InTAME rag. 0.A :-- -

task body PO b
whle TURN <>O "~ amf nAloop
-

takboPi

fada.

cto

b

whl UN <> I"
-
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cltial uada.

TURN:- 0,
- iadhwuada.

and AwOORnI;
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1. 7URNikfi&Bay
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1
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hop
FLAO) -TRUE,
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FLAC(0) - FALSE;

Imkfl;
to body M! t
low
FLA03(l).-TRUE;
wif FIAG(0) hoop wt cod hop
FLAG(1)
end
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FALSE;-

o

mad ALGORrnIM2;
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0Third soltica
procedure ALGORITHM t
TUYRN: INTEGER rmpe 0..1 :- 0;
FLAG: arry (INTEGER rang 0..1) of BOOLEAN4:- (FALSE, FALSE);
taik body PO bo
be*h
bpFLAO):- TRWE;
TURN -- 1,
whdn (FAG(l) mad TURN
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FLAO(0) :-FALSE;
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hop
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APPENDIX B
CS495 SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
WITH ADA
ADA CLASS REPORT

A-2

Ada Class Report
12 August 1993

STATEMENT OF THE PRBLM

Most Department of Defense (DoD) contractors currently use the Ada og n
languag
primarily because DoD mandates its use. As shown by a recent article inAda Letters' it i&used
extensively outside of the defense community:
Although Ada was originally designed to provide a single flexible
yet portable language for real-tim
embedded systems to meet the
needs of the US DoD, its domain of application has expanded to
include many other areas, such as large-scale information systems,
distributed systems, scientific
computation, and systems
programing. Furthermore, its user base has expanded to include
all major defense agencies of the Western world, the whole of the
aerospace community and increasingly many areas in civil and
private sectors such as telecommunications, process control and
monitoring systems. Indeed, the expansion in the civil sector is
such that civil applications now generate the dominant revenues of
many vendors.

But too few commercial developers use Ada to make it one of the most popular languages. Part

of the reason for ths is that new graduates do not come with a knowledge of Ada. Commercial
employers who might be considered prime candidates to use Ada are thus faced with additional
training time and costs. Worse yet, few in commercial organizations are familiar with the benefits

of using Ada. Even safety-critical applications that need Ada the most are often developed by
practitioners untrained in software engineering principles:
The mistakes that were made are not unique to this
manufacturer
but are, unfortunately, fairly common in other safety-critical
systems. As Frank Houston of the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) said, *A significant amount of software for life-critical
systems comes from small firms, especially in the medical device
industry; firms that fit
the profile
of those resistant to or
uninformed of the principles of either
system safety or software
engineering..3

Furthermore, these problems are not limited to the medical
industry. It is still a common belief that any good engineer can
buil6 software, regardless of whether he or she is trained in
state-of-the-art software engineering procedures.

HT teaches many foreign-born students in the Computer Science (CS) Department. Because it is
more difficult for foreign-born students to obtain a security clearance, very few obtain jobs with
firms doing primarily DoD software development. Therefore, the Ada mandate means little or

nothing to these students.

APPROACH TO A SOLU
To attract foreign-born students to an Ada class, UT emphasizes the benefits of using Ada for
typical application areas. One such area is safety-critical software. liT offered a CS 495 course in
the summer 1993 term called, "Safety-Critical Software Engineering With Ada. The
announcement in Attachment A described some of the benefits of using modem software
engineering approachesincluding the use of Ada__to this application area.
The course instructor, Fred Francl, surveyed the class at the start of the first class. Attachment B
presents the results of this survey of what each student hoped to get out of this class. This survey
shows that all but one of the students surveyed mentioned Ada as the major attraction of this
course. This was somewhat surprising because the course announcement (Attachment A) listed
Object-Oriented (00) techniques as one of the course features. Despite the current popularity of
00 techniques, only two students in the survey listed them as a course priority.
The two-credit course covered the first edition of Software Engineering With Ada by Grady
Booch. Attachment C shows how each chapter was weighted. The course introduced the Ada
features most widely used in DoD projects, offered industry experience with these features,
starting in the early eighties and including current experiences. These examples showed how these
Ada features helped to integrate modern software engineering principles into the product.
Attachment D presents some of the viewgraphs developed for this course. They were designed to
emphasize the advantages of the Ada features being taught. Where appropriate, Ada features were
directly compared to features of other popular languages.
The strategy in presenting virtually all Ada features was to give the students the sense that Ada is
a general-purpose language. The instructor reinforced this by using Ada in class problems and
homework problems to implement solutions to diverse applications. The course also highlighted
the improvements offered by Ada 9X in writing asynchronous tasks and in supporting
object-oriented design. The instructor included coding examples to help make Ada 9X features
seem more real to the students.
The tests stressed the Ada language features that bore directly on the needs of safety-critical
software engineering. The midterm and final exams, which expresses this emphasis, are included
in Attachments E and F, respectively.
To obtain a larger enrollment, UT offered this course over a closed-circuit TV network (ITV).
This allowed UT to tape the course in VHS format. ]IT is delivering this tape as part of the Final
Report material.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
At the end of the Final Exam, the instructor asked if anyone felt his or her goals in taking the
course were NOT met. Nobody responded, suggesting that the goals had been met reasonably
well. Several students volunteered after class that they had really enjoyed this course_despite the
work involved in covering so much material so quickly.
All indications are that the course did give the students a good sense of the benefits of using Ada
in safety-critical applications. The payoff will come when they join industry software groups and
spread the Ada message to their colleagues.

FOLLOW-UP PLANS
1. UT has scheduled this course to be given again in the Spring semester. UT will make another
video tape, with the idea that the second offering of a new course usually goes more
smoothly than the first.
2.

iT is offering other courses using Ada, such as an Operatiag Systems course. This is possible
now that a course that actually teaches the language is available in the curriculum. Ada is the
teaching language of choice for these courses because of its power and expressiveness.

3. UT plans to disseminate the improved video tape of this course to instructors at other
colleges and universities who are in the process of developing a similar course.
4.

lIT plans to purchase several copies of Ada compilers and Ada tutorials that can be run by
individual students on PCs. This will allow students in courses that use Ada to learn or
relearn it at their own pace.

REFERENCES
1. John Barnes, "Introducing Ada 9X," ACMAda Letters, Nov/Dec 1993
2.

Levenson & Turner, "An Investigation of Therac-25 Accidents," Computer, July 1993.

3. F. Houston, "What Do the Simple Folk Do?: Software Safety in the Cottage Industry," IEEE
Computers in Medicine Conf., 1985.

ATTACHMENT A
ADA CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT

CS 495 SAFETY-CRITICAL SOFTWARE ENGINEERIU
Who should enroll?

Wrrl ADA

Software students and practitioners with at least one year of programming
expeience.

In this course you will learn to:
*

Use Ada, the language being adopted world-wide to implement the most difficult software
systems.

*

Use Ada programming features that help NASA, the FAA and the military develop software
for systems that can't afford surprise behavior.

*

Use Ada programming features that help one of the world's largest telephone companies to
develop systems that work better and cost less.

*

Avoid the three technical problems facing new Ada users.

*

Use Ada 9X with Object Oriented Analysis and Design methods.

*

Double your personal programming productivity
practice.

*

Understand how to change your approach when you are a member of a very large software
engineering team.

and then double it again with more

When: lIT Summer Session, Fridays, 3:10 to 6:50 PM.
Where: Rice Campus. Also on TV for other locations.
Credit: Two credit hours. (Discuss with contacts listed below.)
Text: Grady Booch, Software Engineering With Ada
Instr: Fred Francl managed real-time, mission-critical software engineering development for over
fifteen years. He led several government studies on the effectiveness of Ada for
this type of software development. He served for three years as a Distinguished
Reviewer for an Ada Joint Program Office team. Mr. Francl led the Real-Tune
Session of a national Ada conference. He currently consults with the Federal
Aviation Administration on Ada issues that arise in the modernization of the U.S.
Enroute Navigation System. He chairs the Chicago Chapter of the ACM Special
Interest Group on Ada (SIGAda).
ATrACHMENT A

contacts:

Dr. Tzilia Eirad (312)567-5142 CSELRAD@nll.aCC.it.edu
Mr. Fred Franci (708)627-8098 ffranc1@jpo.se.cm.edu

ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT B
ADA CLASS SURVEY RESULTS
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1

Ada

___

2

Ada

3
4

How Ada fits appfications, how it supports 00
Real-time 00 and Software Engiwnern principles

5

Ada

6
7
8
9
10

Ada and Software Engineefing principles
Applying Ada to real-world problem
Ada knowledge
Ada knowledge
Relearn Ada Qearned from amual 10 years ago)
Ada

II

ATFrACHMNT B

ATTACHMENT C
TEXT CHAPTER WEIGHTING
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ATTACHMENT D
SAMPLE VIEW GRAPHS

ATTACHMENT 9
MID-TERM EXAM

2 Ji.i2.aMid-term Exam

.

.

Page 1 of 2

Please take this exam with a closed textbook and with a one hour time limit. When complete, give
to the proctor and leave the classroom. Please return one hour after the test start time.
Record your answers on a sheet of your own paper with your name, "CS495 Mid-Term Exam"
and today's date at the top of the page. If multiple pages are used, put your name and the page
number at the top of each sheet.
PROBLEM TOSOV

Use the Booch Object-Oriented (00) Development Method to specify an Ada software
simulation of an automobile cruise control system. Assume it is to be run by a user called the
dr&Iver_who accesses each of the driver controls through the terminal and keyboard.
PROBLEM APPROACH TO USE
The first step in the Booch 00 Development Method, Define the Problem, is provided on the
following page. The final step, Implement Each Object, is not required. Doing the final step__or
some parts of itearns extra credit, but only if done well.
For each step in the Booch 00 Development Method, enter and explain the results of your
analysis on your test paper. For example, if a Booch 00 Development Method step requires you
to identify certain kinds of items, list the items on your test paper and explain your reason for
choosing them.
Any code or pseudo-code produced should follow the Ada syntax rules as much as possible, but
no points will be deducted for syntax errors. Please use comments to assure that your Ada code
will be understandable even if the syntax is wrong.
Your solution will be graded on:
METHOD (How well the Booch 00 Development Method is followed)
COMPLETENESS (Including any exceptions needed for safety)
CORRECTNESS (With respect to the statement of the problem)
SIMPLICITY (No complexity not required by the problem)
READABILITY (Of Ada code or Ada pseudo-code produced)

2

J

Page 2 of 2

Mid-term Exam

STEP 1: DEFINE THE PROBLEM
A real automobile cruise control system maintains the speed set by the operator (driwr) by
pressing the accelerator when going up hills and releasing it when going down hills. This cruise
control system shall be an abstractionor simulation of a real ont

The compiler shall supply the package Clock, which may be imported:
package Clock is
type TimeType is private;
function CWrent Thme
retrin T ype; -current clock time to the nearest msec

function Add_ ]Second
(CurentTime: in Tumeype)
return Time Type;
function Ther.rpired

-adds one second to Currenttime

(CurrentTime: in Tuqe Type
TimerSetTime: in TimeType)
return Boolean; --True if CurrentTime > Timer SetTime
private
type TimeType is range 0..Long_IntegerLast;
end Clock;
The driver shall control the simulation with the following inputs:
I. ON shall display the current speed, randomly change speed each second by a small amount,
and respond to all keys described below if the current state is OFF.Otherwise it shall do
nothing.
2. OFFshall stop displaying the current speed, ignore all keys except the ON key, and erase
any set speeds from memory if the current state is ON. Otherwise it shall do nothing.
3. ACCELERATE shall increase speed at a constant rate each second while its key is
depressed. When its key is released the current speed shall be stored in memory as the
set speed. This speed shall then remain constant.
4. COAST shall decrease speed at a constant rate each second whie its key is depressed. When
its key is released the current speed shall be stored in memory as the set speed This

speed shall then remain constant.
5. BRAKE shall decrease speed at a constant rate ten times that of the COAST key each
second while its key is depressed. When its key is released the current speed shall be
randomly changed by a small amount each second. The set speed (if ACCEEP TE or
COAST had previously stored it) shall remain in memory.
6. RESUME shall accelerate at the same rate as the ACCELFZTE key or decelerate at the
same rate as the COAST key until the set speed is reached. This speed shall then remain
constant.

ATTACHMENT F
FINAL EXAM

Name:
(USE BACK OF PAPER IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM TO ANSWER ANY

QUESTION)
1.

Assume each member of our class is to write a 100 page paper. If there are no misspellings,
grammatical mistakes, or factual errors in my of the papers, then assume each member of the
class gets $100,000. But if there is even one error in AMy of the papers, assume each member
of the class will be killed.
a.

What things would you suggest doing or what things would you suggest obtaining to
improve the chances for success?

b.

What things would you suggest doing or obtaining if each person had to write an
error-free 10,000 lines of code portion of a software program instead of a 100 page
paper?

c.

Assume there is a time limit of two years to finish the class software project. Further
assume that the class has the usual distribution of software engineering productivity, and
that the best in the class is ten times as productive as the worst in the class. What would
you suggest doing to speed up the project to minimize the chances of being late without
introducing fatal errorsliterally__into the code?

2.

Ada has been called a "large" language. Compared to Pascal it has many more built-in
features, supporting such things as data abstractioconcurrent proces agid
mai
,
vel
operations (such as being able to load a register at a specific address with a specific
hexadecimal value.)
a.

When would it be an advantage to usealarge language like Ada with these capabilities?

b. When would you be better off with a smaller language like Pascal?

3. Assume you work for a company that has standardized on the use of a single language for all
its projects. This happens because companies often expect this standardization will make it
easier to transfer engineers among projects and to reuse code.
a. What are the added advantages if that single language is Ada?

b.

It is possible to write Ada-like code in another language, but the compiler will not
enforce things like visibility rules. What are the advantages of designing as if you could
use Ada and then enforcing needed rulessuch as object scope and visiility.ourself?

4. Assume you work for a company that has standardized on a single design method, Ti..
happens because companies often expect this standardization will reduce expenditures for
method support tools and/or method training courses.
a.

What are the added advantages if that single design method is Object-Oriented
Development?

b.

What is the fastest-growing development method today?

S. A "hacker" can be defined as someone who designs software as quickly as possible, who
loves to include optimizations, and who thinks a program is good enough if it "works"
for his tests.
a.

What is your definition of a software engineer?

b.

When does a good software engineer add optimizations to the code?

c.

In a large, complex software project, we have learned in this course that Quaity iffree.
It is lack of qaality that costs money. Explain why this is true.

6. The first step in the Booch Object-Oriented (00) Deveopw

method is to define the

problem.
a. How do you use the problem definition to identify the objects?

b.

How do you use the problem definition to identify the operations on each object?

c.

How do you represent operations using Ada?

d.

What kind of a diagram is suitable to establish the visibility of each object?

e.

Which Ada language construct is especially suited to establishing the interface for each
object?

f

Which Ada language construct is especially suited to implementing each object?

.....

.

..

7. Ada is better than many traditional languages that were designed to support only procedural
abstractions (such as could be gotten from a traditional flow chart.) Ada is designed to
support data abstractions as well as procedural abstractions.
a. What Ada language construct do you use to express a data abstraction?

b. if only certain operations make sense to be used with this abstraction, how do you show
this in Ada?

c.

If the data abstraction has internal states (for example, is the German Shepherd object
asleep or awake?) that must be considered to solve the problem, how do you show this
in Ada?

d. What is an encpsuated type?

e.How is an encapsulated type shown in Ada?

f What is a type attribute?

g. If a data abstraction occurs for a number of different types of object (such as a queue
that can accept integers, real numbers, character strings, etc.), what Ada language
construct do you use to avoid rewriting the abstraction for each type of object?

8. Older, traditional languages need to use data dictionaries and set/use tables (which show
everywhere a variable value is set or used) to keep track of variables.
a. What features in Adaif used properly_make data dictionaries unnecessary?

b. Certain variables are only used to indicate that abnormal processing must be done, or
tat an error condition has arisen. What special type does Ada assign to these variables?

9.

Tasks are used to express concurrent action in Ada. They operate synchronously using a
mechanism called the rendezvous.
a.

What information about a task can you find in the task specification?

b. How does an operating system decide which task should run?

c. How do you show aspihronousconcurrent action (for example, a mailbox) using Ada
tasks?

